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Procedural Control of Technical Investigation in UK, France, Germany, Holland and 
Italy……………………………………………………………………………………Hu Ming 6  
 
[Abstract］   Represented by UK, France, Germany, Holland and Italy, the  technical 
investigation in Europe has experienced gradual evolution and finally formed the similar and 
distinguishing characteristic procedural control mechanism. The adjudications of European Court 
of Human Rights had a significant influence on the above countries. Concerning decision-making 
process of technical investigation, the five countries each has its own characteristics, and the 
choice of judicial review, quasi-judicial review and administrative examination patterns are on the 
basis of the features of their own domestic criminal justice. There is a changing process of 
application of technical investigation from legislation control to limited extension, and from 
traditional secret surveillance to expansion into the emerging fields, such as the extreme crimes 
including organized crime, terrorism crime and so on. The basic rules of technical investigation 
are proportionality principle and necessity principle, which could present the characters of 
European public law. Through the implementation of specific procedures to regulate the 
application of technical investigation, and the abuses of technical investigation could be avoided 
in operational level. Comparative study would be helpful to the legalization of technical 
investigation in China. 
 
Taking Acquired Materials outside Monitor Writ as an Evidence  in US and Germany:  
Interpretation of Article 152 and Section 3 of 150 of Chinese Criminal Prodedure 
Law…………………………………………………………………………………….Guo Hua 19  
［Abstract］  From the standpoint of the human rights guaranteed by the Constitutional Law and 
the Basic Law, not only the practice of judicial writ system for monitoring in the United States and 
Germany, but also making the strict limits on the acquired materials outside monitoring writ used 
as an evidence. Although remaining relevant cautions for monitoring measures in legislation and 
judicial practices, the exception of the monitoring protection is confined to the “panoramic rules” 
of the cases in the United States, as well as the “relevance measurement” in Germany. However, 
the monitoring measures are controversial in theory and legislation because of the citizen’s 
constitutional rights. It reflects the tensions on the investigation between the protection of citizen 



privacy right and effectiveness of monitoring technology. The Chinese Criminal Procedure Law 
adopts the administrative internal examination and approval system for permitting enforcement of 
technical investigation. These legislations and practices and related disputes concerned the 
acquired materials outside monitoring writ used as an evidence in US and Germany could give us 
enlightenment and make us improve internal control mode and establish the corresponding 
limitation rules, also it could avoid abuse. 
 
What is “a Strict Ratification”? A Constitutional Interpretation to Technical Investigation 
Rules in   Chinese Criminal Procedure Law…………………………………Sun Yuhua  33  
［Abstract］  Ratification serves as a key in controlling the state power in 

technical investigation and protecting civil rights. The Chinese Criminal Procedure 

Law requests strict ratification in technical investigation, but it does not 

precisely define the  contents, subjects and  procedures of the ratification. 

Previously, the ratification of a technical investigation was usually issued in 

secret, and the investigation department had complete discretion in deciding the 

operation and the filing procedure. This not only broke the balance of the internal 

justice system, but also infringed in basic civil liberties under the Constitution 

such as the right of communication, the inviolability of the residence, and the 

freedom of expression. In consideration of the advantages and the disadvantages in 

the technical investigation practices in China and abroad, the ratification could 

not be a slipshod procedure which is controlled by the investigation department 

itself and without any external supervising system. The ratification should be 

neutral, delicate and monitored by an organization outside the investigation 

department. Specifically speaking, courts are the most suitable institutions for 

ratification, and the applicants should be the supervisors of the investigation 

department or people who are authorized by supervisors. The applicants should 

provide concrete facts and reasons, and the subjects who is in charge of approval 

should follow the necessity principle, relevance principle and the principle against 

grievous crimes. 
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Mediocre Monarch or Sage: Monarch Theory Centered on Personality and Locative 
Promoted by Han Fei………………………………………………………. Wang Jinwen    4
［Abstract］  The composition and operation mode of power are the core thesis in the theory of 
politics and law. In the monarchy politic system, as the bearer and operator, the monarch is the 
connector between different political and legal dimensions. Based on the theory of centralization 
of power and arbitrary, this thesis analyzed the specific replies to the rules of the institution aiming 
at the extreme monarchy politics from the perspective of monarchy power and operation mode 
promoted by Han Fei, and revealed the inner corresponding relation in monarch theory from the 
perspectives of monarch and courtiers, monarch and people, monarch and state, monarch and law, 
and the personality and locative of the monarch. The requirement of justice and openness from the 



law and the treacherous and unpredictable of the monarch formed a severe conflict, since the two 
requirements are mutual repulsive and can only be coexisting in a sage. That is to say, since the 
formation of institutional law was based on the anti-institutional shu, so the monarch shall not be 
subject to the law, and on the contrary he is higher than the law. In the operation of law and shu, 
since the monarch cannot guarantee the openness and certainty will not be destroyed, the 
governance of law will be subject to the authority of the monarch. The state of arbitrary dictation 
composed by fa, shu, shi and the divergence between governance of mediocre monarch based on 
shi and the governance of sage required by the operation of fashu formed the irreconcilable 
conflict not only in the dimension of monarch and law, but also the dimension of personality and 
locative of the monarch.  Such a conflict made the theory fail to reach the state of “governance 
of wise monarch” in practice, and then “a time of peace and prosperity” will never come into 
being. Based on this, Han Fei probed into the continuance of the regime form the perspective of 
monarch and state and discussed on the inner conflict between feudal domination and the arbitrary 
dictation in unification has its significance of times. 
 
Protection to Collective Legal Interests in Criminal Law…………………Wang Yongqian  67  
［Abstract］The development of modern criminal law expands the concept of legal 

interests to include individual legal interests as well as collective legal 

interests. With the changes of social values, the collective legal interests have 

gained a position which is independent of individual legal interests. The 

differences between these two kinds of legal interests are not only regarding the 

quantities. The criminal law theory should maintain the universal concept of legal 

interests and rebuild the relationship between individual legal interests and 

collective legal interests. Whereas collective legal interests conflict with the 

individual legal interests, but the latter should be put in priority. The importance 

and the unique of collective legal interests, and its  effectiveness of the 

pre-protection determine the necessity of the protection under criminal law. The 

criminal law legislation should limit the protection scope of the collective legal 

interests in case that the unimportant, untrue, unclear or unfit  legal interests 

within the principle of proportionality in the criminal law would be included. The 

legislator adopting what kind of criminal models to protect collective legal 

interests determines the effectiveness and the appropriation of such protection. 

Among all the pre-interventional constitutional of crime models, the abstract 

endangerment offense is the first choice to protect collective legal interests. 

Although the legal interests protected by the abstract endangerment offenses are 

abstract, the harms made to such legal interests are real and true, which can be 

demonstrated or materialized by the changes or the modifications to the objects of 

the conduct. Otherwise, by the materialization of the legal interests or the 

Substantial responsibility principle, the abstract issue of the  protection of 

legal interests can be reasonably resolved. 

 
A New Interpretation of the Fundamental Principles of Civil Law: Based upon the Idea of   
Personal Autonomy………………………………………………………………Hou Jiaru   81  
［Abstract］  How to interpret the fundamental principles of Civil Law is a matter 



of how to construct China’s civil law system and also its civil law theory. The 

existed literature defines “the fundamental principles of civil law” only by its 

functions and constructs the theoretical system just by using the inductive logic, 

and all the findings vary in form but are alike in essence. To advance the research 

on this subject needs fresh approaches and perspectives. Considering China’s unique 

legal context, the paper points out that the fundamental principles of civil law 

should be deduced from the basic idea of personal autonomy of civil law. From a 

functional perspective，the fundamental principles of civil law sketch the spirit 

and contours of the persona in civil law’s context. The fundamental principles of 

civil law include the principle of inviolability of private rights, the principle 

of equality of personality, the principle of self-liability, the principle of good 

faith and that of public order and good custom and these principles could be 

identified, explained and defined by deductive reasoning of the personal autonomy. 
Triple Limitation of Capacity for Labor Rights………………………………………….Ye Shan 98  
 
Paradigm and Path of Judicial Interpretation of Antitrust Law……………Jin Shanming 112 
［Abstract］ Judicial interpretation is both the logic premise and the inseperable 

part of the anti-monopoly law implementation.Because of learning from foreign 

experience and adpoting the intensive legislative model, our Anti-Monopoly Law is 

more expected to interpret.Confined to the existing legal interpretative system and 

the status quo of the market-oriented economy, the Supreme People’s Court usually 

makes the priori interpretative norms of the Law, according to their logic 

convenience of resolving the issues.This to some extent eases the tension between 

the book law and the market regulation, but does not reach the fundamental purposes, 

that is, to clarify the meanings and legal senses of book law, because of immature 

market-oriented economy, poor rule of law and the loss of competitive cutural 

tradition.At the meanwhile, confronted with the loss of the interpretative fields, 

the dislocation of the interpretative purposes and the offside of the interpretative 

power, the judicial interpretation of the Law becomes to be the Court’s legislative 

actions, which is against the modern concept of rule of law.Therefore, based on the 

re-examination of the fields where the judicial interpretation of the Law is done, 

it is essential and urgent to define the interpretative range, transfer the 

interpretative thinking way and reshape the interpretative purposes, in order to 

optimize the judicial interpretation from the multiple aspects and guarantee the 

effective implementation of Anti-Monopoly Law. 
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Voluntarity Principle of Confession Rules in US……………………………Yang Wenge  125 
［Abstract］ “Reliable confessions” took  the place of  voluntary confessions as 

the cornerstone of the US rules, which presents the modern values such as human 

dignity, free will, due process and law-based government. The Miranda Rule, which  



ensures that suspects and defendants in custody ,have been gotten the procedural 

safeguards concerning the voluntary confession. Although the proof of voluntariness 

inevitably involves personal judgment and therefore which is difficult to judge 

sometimes, voluntariness still represents one of the core values of the US rules 

on confessions. To improve the rules on confessions in Chinese criminal procedure, 

we should learn from the American practices, which enshrine the principle of 

voluntariness, and strike an appropriate balance between protection of human rights 

and punishment of crime. Therefore, the voluntary principles should be established 

as the ultimate goal. The previsions on “suspects should be answered truthfully 

for the investigators’questions” must be repealed, so it could defend the spirit 

of human rights protection reflected in principle of “against self-incrimination”. 

The confessions obtained by the means of torture must be excluded, as well as the 

confessions got by the means of threats and fatigue. The confessions obtained by 

the means of deceive and lure , as long as real, may not be ruled out. By abolishing 

of the prevision on the suspects who have a fixed residence may sometimes be performed 

residential surveillance in an assigned site, in order to avoid forming a second 

custody location outside detention. 

 
Punitive Damage in Common Law Countries: Focusing on UK,US, Australia and 
Canada…………………………………………………………………………Yang Gengde  139
［Abstract］ The common law countries represented by UK,US,Canada and Australia recognize 
the rationality of the punitive damages. Roughly speaking, the courts in the four countries awards 
punitive damages in intentional tort cases. In US and Canada, punitive damages are also available 
in contract cases. Almost all the countries have proposed some referential elements for the judges 
or jury when they decide what amount of the punitive damages would be suitable and 
applicable.The elements include but not be limited to the severity of the infringement 
behaviors,the conditions of the defendant’s wealth, the influences to the society and the public 
and whether the defendant had been punished by criminal law. All the four countries oppose the 
judgments in which the amount of punitive damages is too high,in fact,due to the differences of 
the levels of the economic development,history,culture and legal system in each country,the 
judging standards to the amount are also different. Most countries think that it is irrational if the 
amount of the punitive damages does not match the specific conditions of the case. In UK and US, 
judges or jury use the principle of proportionality to decide whether the amount of punitive 
damages is proper. 
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2012 US Model Bilateral Investment Treaty and Its Revelation for China:From A 
Perspective of   BIT Rules……………………………………………………Huang Jie  156 
［Abstract］  The 2012 U.S.Model Bilateral Investment Treaty (BIT) reflects the new 
international investment law that the U.S. will pursue in its BIT and Trans-Pacific Partnership 
Agreement (TPP) negotiations. This new international investment law requires host states to 



provide pre-establishment treatment and negative list, combine environment and labor protection 
with investment, and improve transparency in domestic legislation, neutrality of government in 
competition and regulation of state-owned enterprises. It also emphasizes the legitimacy of host 
states’ regulation of financial services, and does not require investors to exhaust local remedies 
before submitting a dispute to international investment arbitration. For China, it is inappropriate to 
criticize the new international investment law only because it is proposed by the U.S.. The 
mechanism of final investor-state investment arbitration and the legitimacy of host states’
regulation of financial services are consistent with China’s interests. Moreover, because China not 
only is a host state but also increasingly becomes a home state for investment, it should consider 
accepting articles such as improving transparency and public participation in legislation, providing 
pre-establishment national treatment and a negative list, protecting environment and labor, based 
upon a careful evaluation of its domestic situation and after serious effort to improve its national 
legal framework. 
 
Determination of Appropriate Amount of Countervailing Duties……………Peng Yue   165 
［Abstract］The disputes between China and the Unites States over the collection 

of antidumping duties and countervailing duties simultaneously and the potential 

problem of double remedies have left the determination of countervailing duties in 

the firing line.The traditional way of determining countervailing duties according 

to subsidies amount by both authorities is being questioned.There are two competing 

theories for determining the amount of countervailing duty: the theory of efficient 

allocation of resources is based on the standard of the amount of subsidy, and the 

theory of competition entitlement protection takes injury as the benchmark.However, 

both theories support the principle of alignment in spite of the discrepancies 

between them.But the legal framework and core conception of the WTO SCM Agreement 

of WTO do not support the alignment principle and the authorities are required to 

collect “appropriate” amount of countervailing duties.The authorities should 

determine the reprehensibility of subsidies according to their types from the 

perspective of corrective justice and make a final decision on the “appropriate” 

amount of countervailing duty with the consideration of injury. 


